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INTRODUCTION 
 

The purpose of this document is to provide the web developer with details on how to interface with 

the WAPPay authorisation service.   

This service is only available to merchants with SECURE websites where the merchant captures the 

credit card data on a SECURE page and passes the credit card data to WAPPay for authorisation.   

Using this service gives the merchant access to credit card data and therefore the merchant has to 

comply with the Payment Card Industry – Data Security Standard, see 

https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/. This may involve Payment Card Industry (PCI) compliance 

audits or quarterly network scans and submitting a self-assessment form to check how the merchant 

handles the credit card data and if there is any vulnerability in his security processes.  The audit or 

network scan will be done by a company endorsed by the bank and the merchant will have to pay 

for it, see https://www.trustwave.com/.   

The card associations are moving towards PIN based transactions which will require that the 

merchant complies with the Verified by Visa and MasterCard Secure Code systems.  This is also 

referred to as 3D Security. Verified by Visa and MasterCard Secure Code protects the merchant from 

chargebacks relating to authentication disputes by shifting the liability for fraudulent internet 

transactions from the merchant to the cardholder.  WAPPay provides the Verified by Visa and 

MasterCard Secure Code service to merchants. This service diverts the cardholder’s browser to a 

web page provided by the cardholder’s bank; this page is where the cardholder inputs his password 

or OTP (One Time Pin) to verify his identity.  

A return URL is specified by the initial sender and this URL is where a response will be sent to once 

the transaction has completed authorisation. This page will be provided by the merchant and needs 

to be maintained by the merchant. 

The Merchant can choose not to be set up for a 3D Secure operation but that will mean that all 

liability falls on the merchant. 

 

TEST SCENARIOS 
 
If a Card is not registered for 3D Secure but the ‘Is3DSecure  Element’(see next Section) is Y, the API 

will return a message indicating that the Card is NOT Registered for 3D. 

It is important to note that a Card needs to be registered for 3D Secure Transactions with the Card 

Holders’ Bank. If the Card is registered, and the ‘Is3DSecure  Element’ is Y, the API will send the 

Authorisation Request to Bankserve who will then send the operator a Secure Code Request. If a 3D 

card Secure Code Request is not completed with the correct code, the Card will be Declined. 

If the Card is registered for 3D or a Normal Card is used but the ‘Is3DSecure  Element’ is N, the API 

will not send the request to Bankserve but directly to the Bank and it would be approved/declined 

like a normal Card.  

Please note that this transaction would NOT be marked as a 3D Secure Transaction and has NO 

PROTECTION from Charge Backs. 

 

Once a Transaction is done, the result can be witnessed on the WAPPoint Website using the Login 

Details provided with the Merchant Number and Terminal Number. 



 

AUTHORISATION REQUEST 
 
The following is an example of the XML document used when sending an authorisation request to 
the WAPPay system. The authorisation has 2 options, 3D secure and host to host. This option is 
defined by the 3DSecure element in the XML. All requests redirect the browser to  
 
URL used for POSTing:  

Live - https://wappay.wappoint.co.za/payment/clientauth 
 
XML Document Example:   

<AuthorisationRequest>    
<UserId>XXXX</UserId>    
<Reference>123xyz</Reference> 
<Amount>10.00</Amount>    
<CardNumber>4242424242424242</CardNumber>    
<ExpiryMonth>12</ExpiryMonth>    
<ExpiryYear>2015</ExpiryYear> 
<BudgetPeriod>00</BudgetPeriod>    
<CardValidationCode>123</CardValidationCode>    
<CardholderName>Name</CardholderName> 
<CellNumber>0123456789</CellNumber>    
<ManualAuthCode></ManualAuthCode> 
<ReturnURL>http://example.co.za</ReturnURL>  
<Is3DSecure>Y</Is3DSecure>   

</AuthorisationRequest>    
 

Element 
 

Description 

AuthorisationRequest Root element used to define the contents of 
the document. The root element is used to 
authorise the incoming document and make 
sure that it’s the correct request. 

UserId Unique ID given to each client that uses this API 
for processing. This ID is given out by WAPPay 
once registration has been completed. 
This is the Terminal No – NOT the Merchant No. 

Reference Custom reference specified by the cardholder 
who is making the payment. This field gets 
echoed back and is used by the cardholder to 
personalise the transaction. 

Amount Transaction Amount with a decimal point. If 
you do not include the decimal point, we will 
assume one at the end of the amount, i.e. 10 is 
10.00. 

CardNumber Card Number, with no spaces and no zero filling 
for short numbers. Left justified, right space 
filled. 

ExpiryMonth Format MM i.e. 01, 02 etc. 

ExpiryYear Format YYYY i.e. 2015, 2016 etc. 

BudgetPeriod 00 - Straight authorisation (default option).      
i.e. 06  - Budget period. 

CardValidationCode Card Verification Code / Value (CVC / CVV). Last 



3 digits printed on the signature panel of the 
card.   

CardholderName Cardholder name. 

CellNumber Telephone number of cardholder for use as a 
reference if contact needs to be made 
regarding the transaction. 

ManualAuthCode Manual Authorisation Code, the code supplied 
by the bank when the transaction was 
approved manually by calling the bank 
authorisation centre first. 

ReturnURL URL specified that will receive the response 
from the transaction. The response is sent in 
the form of a POST, this URL will have to 
receive a POST variables and display it on a 
success page to show the customer the result 
of the transaction. 

Is3DSecure Either Y for yes or N for no. If set to yes then 
the transaction being processed will be 
processed with 3D secure. If set to no then no 
3D secure checking will be done and the 
transaction will be processed immediately. 

 
 

If the 3D Parameter is “Y” the API returns HTML that displays the BankServe Web Page where the 

Card Holder must enter their Pin 

Example of HTML the API would produce to display a 3D Secure Authorisation Request if the 

<Is3DSecure> Element is Y. Copy the HTML to a browser to see the result below. 
<html> 

    <body onload='document.frmLaunch.submit()'> 

        <form name='frmLaunch' action='https://acssb.bankserv.co.za/V3DSStart?osb=mast-3&VAA=B' method='post'> 

            <input type='hidden' name='PaReq' 

value='eNpVUk1zgjAQvedXOJ7aCyGIRZ01M35rK8iog1NvDKTKjHwYQ1F/fROE2ua0b3fzdt9LYHvkjI03LMg5o2Czy8U/sEYU9pvWpjNxlyb52l5b

xIvNaGPpTQruYM3OFL4Zv0RpQommawbgGiJJwYOjnwgKfnAeLhzaNi1CuoAriCBmfDGmenVIt2O0rQ7gRxpB4seM7vwsS6NENF5ccXtdihBwm

UcQpHki+I1aRAdcAwQ5P9GjEFkP46IotKK6rwWpdvcBqzIC/FzOzVV0kZqvUUgdYptrb2g742nszQ9329sLZ3baOvdBH7DqQBD6glFDJ296VzcbB

um1zF5bSi/zCPxY7ULX0hBLin0gBJmaM3ggoip/E1JNzjlLglpOjRCwa5YmTPbICb+xVPDcezRXFgdCmvY+XQ2ne+e4Wcxat1VHTD5mC2fk7pLPQv

le9pSUkfTKKNeogGRUPLh6VVx9ABn9+xg/sgmxYA==' /> 

            <input type='hidden' name='TermUrl' value='http://testpay.wappoint.co.za/return/returnclientauth' /> 

            <input type='hidden' name='MD' value='7S8EPL41fTx31Vm4iS70' /> 

        </form> 

    </body> 

</html> 

 

 

  



If the 3D Element is “N” the API returns HTML which is posted to the ReturnURL as a form 

submission. The page at the ReturnURL needs to read POST data to display the results of the 

transaction.  

Example of HTML the API would produce to be POSTED to your Web Page if the <Is3DSecure> 

Parameter is N. Copy the HTML to a browser to see the result below. 
 

<html> 

    <body onload='document.frmLaunch.submit()'> 

        <form name='frmLaunch' action='https://www.wappointcrm.co.za/customer/payments/success' method='post'> 

            <input type='hidden' name='UserId' value='5LI0' /> 

            <input type='hidden' name='Reference' value='Test11-Not 3D' /> 

            <input type='hidden' name='Response' value='694365APPROVED  ' /> 

            <input type='hidden' name='AdditionalResponseData' value='' /> 

            <input type='hidden' name='CardholderName' value='' /> 

            <input type='hidden' name='Amount' value='1.15' /> 

            <input type='hidden' name='BudgetPeriod' value='00' /> 

            <input type='hidden' name='MaskedCardNumber' value='522118******4932' /> 

        </form> 

    </body> 

</html> 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



3D SECURE - DETAIL 
 
The following option is used for 3D authorisation. This option will redirect the browser upon request 
to a webpage in accordance with the card in use, to the cardholder’s bank. Once the cardholder has 
entered their 3D password, the browser will return to a URL that is specified within the POST XML 
document. Please note that when using this option, the cardholder’s card must be enrolled with 3D 
secure. The card will not be processed if the cardholder is not enrolled. 

 
Once the request is received, the details of the request are sent to the bank to lookup the 3d secure 
status on the card. The browser of the sender will be redirected to a page that is supplied by the 
cardholder’s bank. If the cardholder is enrolled for 3D secure, they will be required to enter in their 
password or OTP before they can continue with the transaction. If no password or PIN is required 
then the redirect will carry on to authorisation and will eventually be directed to the specified 
ReturnURL. 
 
The layout of the page looks similar to the below image. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

HOST TO HOST - DETAIL 
 

The following option is used for a direct host-to-host authorisation. This option receives a POST and 

then redirects the web page to the ReturnURL with the response information after the transaction 

was processed.  

 
 

 

  



AUTHORISATION RESPONSE  
 

The response is posted to the ReturnURL as a form submission. The page at the ReturnURL needs to 
read POST data to display the results of the transaction. The POST variables have the following 
names: 
 
 

Element 
 

Description 

UserId Unique ID given to each client that uses this API 
for processing. This ID is given out by WAPPay 
once registration has been completed. 

Reference Custom reference specified by the cardholder 
who is making the payment. This field gets 
echoed back and is used by the cardholder to 
personalise the transaction. 
This is the Terminal No – NOT the Merchant No. 

Response Authorisation response sent back from the 
bank. The message will either say APPROVED 
with the authorisation code or DECLINED and 
the reason for being declined. 

AdditionalResponseData Additional data that may contain more 
information about a transaction. 

CardholderName Cardholder name. 

Amount Transaction Amount with a decimal point. If 
you do not include the decimal point we will 
assume one at the end of the amount, i.e. 10 is 
10.00. 

BudgetPeriod Returning budget period 

MaskedCardNumber Masked card number – eg 123456******1234 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



ERROR RESPONSES 
 

3D SECURE RESPONSES 
350 Unable to locate Merchant Configuration Information Within System 

826 Error Retrieving Processor In System 

870 Error Retrieving Credential From System 

1360 Payment Initiative Not Supported 

2100 Field Mismatch Between the Application Data Fields and Data Values 

2101 Unable to Extract Application Data Fields and Data Values 

2102 Unable to Locate Application Data by TransactionId 

2103 Unable to Insert BML Authorization Data 

2108 Unable to Locate Merchant Configuration By Promo Code 

2120 Error Processing Payment Authorization 

4000 Error Validating Processor Id Value 

4020 Error Validating Merchant Id Value 

4240 Merchant unable to process transactions, not active 

4243 Merchant unable to process transactions, Payment Initiative configuration not found 

4245 Merchant unable to process transactions, Payment Initiative not active 

4885 Error Locating the Merchant's Payment Processor Configuration 

 

PROCESSING RESPONSES 

Description Customer Feedback 

~Amount large 
or 
~Amount not numeric 
or  
~Invalid amount 
 

WAPPoint system response. An invalid amount / 
excessive transaction amount / an amount with a 
currency indicator / a comma instead of a decimal point 
have been submitted. Fix the amount and try again. 

~Bin table not found WAPPoint system response. WAPPoint needs to load the 
bin table. Call WAPPoint. 

~Cancelled. A 
previous 
reference=xxx is still 
in progress 

This response is caused by a double submission. The 
cardholder might have used the browser’s refresh or 
back button on the bank’s authentication page. When a 
cardholder is diverted to WAPPoint a number of session 
variables are created, one of which is a lock to prevent 
the cardholder from doing more than one transaction at 
a time. If two transactions from the same browser arrive 
on the WAPPoint system, WAPPoint would detect the 
lock and suspend the second transaction with ~Cancelled 
previous tran still in progress. The cardholder can wait a 
while (so that the lock can expire) and then try again. 

~Card no length  
or  
~Card number short 
or 
~Inv card length 

WAPPoint system response. The card number length is 
incorrect. The maximum length for a card number is 16 
digits with no spaces and no zero filling for short 
numbers. Check the card number and retry by 
submitting the correct card number. 

~Card not supported WAPPoint system response. The merchant agreement 
entitles the merchant to accept Visa and MasterCard. 
Should the merchant wish to accept Diners Club 



International and American Express cards then separate 
agreements must be signed. Forward the American 
Express and/or Diners merchant numbers to WAPPoint 
so that these transactions can be presented through the 
WAPPoint system. 

~Inv mod 10 
or 
Failed mod 10 

WAPPoint system response. An invalid card number has 
been submitted. WAPPoint uses the MOD 10 method to 
verify the accuracy and validity of credit card numbers. 
By running the MOD 10 algorithm WAPPoint can verify 
that all the digits of the credit card number make a valid 
combination before sending it out for authorisation. The 
transaction can be retried, by submitting the correct 
details.  

~MD5 hash mismatch The merchant has requested that WAPPoint activates 
the hash check. The POST to WAPPoint does not include 
the correct hash parameter therefore WAPPoint is 
blocking the authorization attempt. Please contact the 
web developer of the site to check hash logic in his code. 
 

~MD5 hash missing The merchant has requested that WAPPoint activates 
the hash check. The POST to WAPPoint does not include 
the hash parameter. Please contact WAPPoint. 

~Unknown record 
type 

WAPPoint system response. Invalid details have been 
submitted. The transaction can be retried, by submitting 
the correct details as per WAPPoint specification. 

~Unknown request 
type 

WAPPoint system response. The interfacing code to 
WAPPoint is incomplete. Contact WAPPoint. 

~xmlMessage 
parameter is empty 

The problem is not the content of the xmlmessage. The 
problem is that the entire xmlmessage is not being 
posted correctly so WAPPoint is not receiving it. The 
correct solution is call a “URL ENCODE” function and to 
pass it the entire XML document. Then send WAPPoint 
the result of the encoding. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Bank Authorisation Responses 

Account error There is a problem with the card details submitted. Refer 
the cardholder to their bank to check if the card can be 
used in the ecommerce environment. 

Approved The authorisation request has been approved by the 
bank. 

Bad track 2 data The credit card details, e.g. the CVC number or expiry 
date, submitted for authorisation is incomplete / 
incorrect. The transaction can be retried, by submitting 
the correct details. 

Bank not supported 
by switch 

Can be an invalid card type. Refer the cardholder to their 
bank to check if the card is supported in the ecommerce 
environment. 

Call  
or  
Call voice op 

This response indicates that special conditions have been 
applied by the card issuer / it is a restricted card / the 
referral limit has been exceeded / an incorrect budget 
amount may have been submitted. Refer cardholder to 
their bank to remove the restriction from the card before 
retrying the transaction. Or call the Acquiring bank’s 
authorisation centre for a manual authorization code. 

Call  
or  
Call voice op 
or 
Please call 
or 
Refer to card issuer 
or  
Refer to issuer 
 

This response indicates that special conditions have been 
applied by the card issuer / it is a restricted card / the 
referral limit has been exceeded / an incorrect budget 
amount may have been submitted. Refer cardholder to 
their bank to remove the restriction from the card before 
retrying the transaction. This response is a request, by 
the issuing bank, to verify details before the transaction 
can continue. This is not indicative of any cardholder risk. 
Or the merchant can call the acquiring bank’s 
authorisation centre for a manual authorisation code (if 
the cardholder is willing to provide his card details to the 
merchant).  

Cut-off in progress The bank is busy with day-end processes, to start a new 
day on banking system, and cannot accept transactions. 
Ask the cardholder to wait a while, and then to retry the 
payment. 

Decline and impound This credit card has been listed as lost / stolen / 
restricted / an incorrect CVC has been submitted. No 
further retries should be attempted with this card. 

Denied 
or 
Declined  
or 
Do not honour 

The bank that issued the card made the decision and 
responded to the authorisation request with the not-
approved bank response. The cardholder must attempt 
the transaction again with the correct details; i.e. 
check that the card was entered correctly because an 
incorrect CVC number or expiry date or an invalid budget 
period will result in a not-approved bank response. Or 
ask the cardholder to contact the bank that issued the 
card and ask why the transaction was not approved. 
There might be restrictions on the card, i.e. restricting 
overseas transactions. 



Duplicate transaction Cardholder duplicated authorisation request. No further 
retries should be attempted for this authorization 
request. 

Enter less amount This is a funds related response. Refer the cardholder to 
their bank to check / increase the daily transaction limit 
on the card. 

Exceeds withdrawal 
amount 

Cardholder withdrawal limit exceeded. Refer the 
cardholder to their bank in order to check / increase 
their daily transaction limit. 

Excessive tran The usage count limit for the card has been exceeded for 
the day. No further retries should be attempted for the 
day on this card. 

Expired card 
or 
Card expired 
or 
Expiry date or CVC 
incorrect  
or 
Invalid expiry 

Expired card or cardholder entered expiry date (or CVC 
number) incorrectly. Refer the cardholder to their bank 
or ask cardholder to attempt transaction again with 
correct expiry date (or CVC) as embossed (or printed) on 
the card. 

Format error A possible debit card. Refer the cardholder to their bank 
to check if the card can be used on the ecommerce 
environment. If the response persists, contact WAPPoint 
to review response. This may be caused by a mandatory 
field that is not provided correctly to the acquirer. 

Fraud card This credit card has been listed as lost / stolen / 
restricted / an incorrect CVC has been submitted. No 
further retries should be attempted with this card. 

Function not 
supported 

Refer the cardholder to their bank; a possible PIN based 
debit card has been used in the credit card environment. 

Hold and call This credit card has been listed as lost / stolen / 
restricted / an incorrect CVC has been submitted. No 
further retries should be attempted with this card. 

Host down The acquiring bank is unavailable / system malfunction / 
unable to route transaction.  Contact WAPPoint. 

Insufficient funds Cardholder has insufficient funds to make a payment. 
Refer the cardholder to their bank 

Inv swipe This is a swipe terminal response where the swipe reader 
did not read all the card information from the magnetic 
strip or chip. In the online environment it may indicate 
that the card details are incomplete / invalid. Ask 
cardholder to check that they are entering the correct 
card details and to try again. 

Invalid amount 
or  
Invalid budget period 
or  
Invalid period 

An invalid budget period / excessive transaction amount 
has been selected. Refer the cardholder to their bank, or 
ask the cardholder to attempt transaction again without 
the budget option. 

Invalid card 
Or 

A card with an invalid card prefix and the issuer / 
acquirer is not permitting this type of transaction. A 



Invalid service possible debit card. Refer the cardholder to their bank to 
check if the card is supported in the ecommerce 
environment. 

Invalid card number Cardholder entered card number incorrectly. Refer 
cardholder to their bank or ask cardholder to attempt 
transaction again with correct details 

Invalid merchant There is a problem with merchant details. The merchant 
has been closed by the bank, or must still be loaded by 
the bank, or the merchant number is invalid. Contact 
WAPPoint. 

Invalid route service Possible technical problem at bank.  Contact WAPPoint 
to investigate the bank response. 

Invalid track 2 Cardholder submitted an invalid CVC number, or expiry 
date. Ask cardholder to attempt transaction again with 
correct details. 

Invalid transaction Invalid request for the card type, i.e. the card type is not 
allowed for online shopping. The cardholder to resolve 
the issue with his bank. 

Invalid transaction 
code 

An invalid transaction type code has been used for the 
authorisation request. Contact WAPPoint. 

Issuer not avail The card issuer is not available to authorise the 
transaction. Please wait before retrying the transaction. 

Issuer or switch 
inoperative 

The bank authorisation system is not available to 
authorise the transaction. The authorisation 
system accepted the authorisation request. However 
while passing the authorisation around the bank systems 
the transaction timed out. This means that the bank 
system failed to respond within a time limit. The switch / 
issuer system could be inoperative. The transaction has 
not been successful and may be retried. 

iVeriCode=9999-
ElectronicCommerceI
ndicator 
ThreeDSecure or 
ThreeDSecureAttempt
ed required 

This response applies to Nedbank merchants only. 
Nedbank is only allowing 3D Secure transactions via this 
merchant number. They are blocking all transactions 
without the required level of 3D authentication. Please 
contact Nedbank consultant regarding this bank 
response. 

iVeriCode=9999-
Transactions not 
allowed for Inactive 
ApplicationID {xyz} 

This response applies to Nedbank merchants only. The 
merchant number has been suspended by iVeri for 
inactivity. Please contact the Nedbank merchant 
helpdesk to request reactivation of the merchant 
number. The Nedbank re-activation process usually takes 
48 hours to complete. 

Lost card 
or 
Lost card, pickup 

This credit card has been listed as lost / stolen / 
restricted / an incorrect CVC has been submitted. No 
further retries should be attempted with this card. Refer 
the cardholder to their bank for a new card. 

Merchant type is M 
and ECI indicator is 
not 1,2 or 3 

This response applies to FNB merchants only. FNB has 
loaded the merchant with merchant type MOTO (mail 
and telephone orders). This means that the merchant 
can only process merchant driven manual transactions. 



Please contact FNB consultant regarding this bank 
response. 

Merchant type is M 
and ECI indicator is 
not 5,6 or 7 

This response applies to FNB merchants only. FNB has 
loaded the merchant as a 3D Secure ecommerce 
merchant type. This means that the merchant can only 
process cardholder driven 3D Secure transactions. Please 
contact FNB consultant regarding this bank response. 

No account connected 
or  
No card record 

The card issuer is unable to locate the record of the 
credit card account. It is a possible technical problem at 
the bank. Refer the cardholder to their bank before 
retrying the transaction. 

No attala box Cardholder submitted an invalid CVC number, or expiry 
date. Ask cardholder to attempt transaction again with 
correct details. 

No positive balance 
File 

Insufficient funds to authorise the amount. Refer the 
cardholder to their bank. 

No such issuer Invalid bank response. Refer cardholder to their bank or 
ask cardholder to attempt the transaction again with 
correct details. 

Not sufficient funds Insufficient funds available to authorise the amount. 
Refer the cardholder to their bank 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


